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 Abstract

  In mid term program evaluations evaluators are often confronted 
with the double task of retrospectively judging the program’s merit and worth 
while at the same time advising decision makers concerning future adjust-
ments in courses of action. In such cases, it can be argued that it is particularly 
important that evaluators take into account the divergent views and needs 
of different stakeholder groups. In principle, program theory evaluation can 
constitute a sound basis for dealing with the double objective of retrospective 
judgment and proactive program improvement. However, as argued in the pa-
per, current approaches in program theory evaluation may not be sufficiently 
equipped to systematically deal with divergent stakeholder values. Taking 
into account lessons from the literature on stakeholder values in evaluation, 
an alternative methodological framework is presented.  The framework com-
bines program theory evaluation with elements of multicriteria decision aid. 
An example is used to illustrate the framework.
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 Résumé

  .Pour les évaluations à mi-parcours les chercheurs sont souvent 
confrontés à la double tâche d’évaluer rétrospectivement le bien fondé et la 
valeur d’un programme et en même temps de conseiller les décideurs en ce 
qui concerne les ajustements futurs dans le cours même de leur mise en acte. 
Dans de tels cas, on peut avancer qu’il est important que les évaluateurs ti-
ennent compte des points de vue divergents et des besoins des  différents 
groupes qui détiennent les enjeux dans le domaine concerné. En principe, 
l’approche d’évaluation basée sur les « théories du programme » peut con-
stituer une bonne base pour appliquer le double objectif de jugement rétro-
spectif et d’amélioration pro-active de ce programme. Pourtant, il est affirmé 
dans l’article que les méthodes courantes concernant cette approche pour-
raient ne pas être suffisamment outillées  pour traiter systématiquement les 
valeurs divergentes des « stakeholders ». Tenant compte des leçons qu’on peut 
retirer de la littérature sur les valeurs des « stakeholders » en ce qui concerne 
l’évaluation, un cadre méthodologique alternatif est proposé. Ce cadre com-
bine l’approche d’évaluation basée sur les « théories du programme » avec 
des éléments de l’aide multicritère à la décision. Un exemple est présenté pour 
illustrer le cadre méthodologique.
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1 Introduction1

  Over the past decades, evaluators of social programs have de-
veloped a number of evaluation approaches which start out from some kind 
of ‘theory’ of how a program works or should work. Nowadays, for many in 
the evaluation community, as phrased by Pawson and Tilley (1997: 56-57), 

“the careful enunciation of program theory is [a] prerequisite to sound eval-
uation”. In this sense, evaluators have used terms like policy theories (e.g. 
Majone, 1980), program theories (e.g. Bickman, 1987), intervention theories 
(e.g.Vedung, 1997) or theories of change (e.g. Weiss, 1997). The common 
element that unites these ‘theory-oriented’ approaches (Stame, 2004)2 is the 
reconstruction of a causal model (the program theory) on the basis of differ-
ent sources of information in order to arrive at an understanding of how pro-
grams intend to bring about a number of intended and unintended outcomes. 
Program theory evaluation (PTE) as used in this paper refers to this process 
of reconstruction of the theory as well as an assessment of the validity of the 
reconstructed theory (vis-à-vis multiple benchmarks).

In a recent article, Leeuw (2003) purports that, notwithstanding the 
renewed attention in the literature for program theory in evaluation, there 
continues to be a lack of systematic methods for reconstructing program theo-
ries. An important element that is not sufficiently addressed in most of the 
methodological discussions on program theory reconstruction and evaluation 
is the question of how to deal with multiple stakeholder perspectives on what 
a program is (or should be) about. While this question has received little at-
tention in the literature on PTE, elsewhere the significance of the topic is 
reflected by the myriad of approaches in evaluation dealing with the issue 
of stakeholder participation (e.g. Cousins and Whitmore, 1998; Stufflebeam, 
2001). The importance of incorporating the diversity in stakeholder values in 
the design and implementation of evaluation studies (i.e. an element of stake-
holder participation) is also explicitly expressed in the guiding principles for 
evaluators (Shadish et al., 1995).

The arguments in favor of stakeholder participation in evaluation are 
the following (see Greene, 2000; Cousins and Whitmore, 1998). First of all, 
stakeholder participation can improve stakeholder ownership and hence the 
relevance and utilization of evaluation findings. Second, the fact that stake-
holders are actively involved in the design and implementation of evaluations 
can have an empowering effect. Indeed, some evaluation approaches (e.g. em-
powerment evaluation (Fetterman, 1994)) are specifically geared to serve this 
purpose. Finally, one finds the argument that evaluations of public programs 
or policies in a democratic society should be based on democratic values and 
therefore should include the viewpoints of all major stakeholder groups in a 
fair and transparent manner.

In view of the above, a number of questions come to mind. First of all, 
how can evaluators operating from the perspective of PTE deal with multiple 

1 The author would like to thank 
Frans Leeuw and Robrecht Renard 
for their comments on the paper 
and Johan Springael for the inter-
esting discussions on multicriteria 
techniques. In addition, the author 
would like to thank participants at 
the 6th EES Conference “Govern-
ance, Democracy and Evaluation” 
for their useful feedback. Any re-
maining errors are the responsibil-
ity of the author.

2 The three most important evalua-
tion approaches that fall under the 
banner of theory-oriented evalua-
tion are: theory-driven evaluation 
(Chen and Rossi), theory-based 
evaluation (Weiss) and realistic 
evaluation (Pawson and Tilley).
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stakeholder values? A number of sub questions can be helpful in guiding the 
discussion on this principal question:

• How can PTE benefit from other evaluation approaches specifically  
  dealing with stakeholder participation?

• Which stakeholders are to participate in PTE?
• In what phase of the PTE process should they participate (e.g. the  

  reconstruction of the program theory, the assessment of the validity  
  of the theory)?

• In what manner should they participate in PTE (e.g. consultation,  
  joint deliberation)?

These questions constitute the main focus of this paper. However, the 
answers to these questions are not unequivocal but depend on the specific 
context and objectives of the program evaluation study. Therefore, rather than 
attempting to provide a comprehensive treatment of these questions under all 
circumstances (a rather daunting task), in this paper we focus on a specific 
type of evaluation study. The type of study we focus on falls in the category of 
what Stufflebeam (2001) calls decision/accountability-oriented studies. This 
type of study combines the objective of retrospective judgment of merit and 
worth of a program with the objective of proactively improving the program 
strategy. Many midterm program evaluations can be classified under this type 
of evaluation study. PTE is especially useful in midterm evaluations since 
it helps stipulating the consecutive assumptions underlying a program and 
consequently provides a structure to judge the validity of the program using 
multiple sources of information. These information sources include among 
other things tentative expert judgments or research evidence from elsewhere 
in order to provide arguments for or against a certain assumption. The use 
of this type of preliminary or more tentative evidence is very important in 
midterm evaluations where outcome and impact effects are not yet manifest 
and therefore difficult if not impossible to measure. Judging the ‘solidity’ of 
the theory underlying a program is fundamental to redefining and improving 
the program strategy. Evidently, in such moments of evaluation the legitimate 
question arises how the different stakeholders’ priorities could be taken into 
account, especially in the redefinition and adjustment of the program strategy 
towards the future.

In order to provide a methodological/procedural response to these is-
sues, an alternative methodological framework is presented. From the above it 
follows that this paper does not simply seek a methodological framework that 
integrates stakeholder participation into PTE. Stakeholder participation in 
evaluation, though important for several reasons, does not necessarily lead to 
the most correct or complete assessment of a program. Instead, on the face of 
it, the contrary might be the case. Moreover, stakeholder participation itself is 
neither straightforward nor unproblematic (Cooke and Kothari, 2001). There-
fore, our methodological quest would necessarily focus on a combination of 
participatory evaluation and the need for analytical and scientific rigor.
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The methodological framework presented in this paper combines 
elements of existing approaches to PTE and multicriteria decision aid 
(MCDA). The core of MCDA constitutes the evaluation of different al-
ternatives (e.g. program strategy scenarios) based on a number of criteria, 
each receiving a specific weight in the evaluation process (Belton, 1990). 
MCDA concerns a broad range of techniques with a wide field of applica-
tion in both public and corporate environments, mostly in contexts of ex 
ante appraisal of policies, programs, processes or products (see Belton 
and Stewart (2002) for an overview of different schools in MCDA). In 
this paper we will discuss the rationale and illustrate the potential of the 
proposed framework for dealing with the double objective of retrospec-
tive judgment of merit and worth and proactive program strategy refine-
ment while systematically taking into account divergent stakeholder per-
spectives on the program.

The structure of the paper is the following. In the next section 
we will briefly review some of the principal elements in the general de-
bate on stakeholder values in evaluation. Subsequently, we will take up 
the issue of stakeholder values within the realm of PTE. A number of 
PTE approaches will be compared regarding the treatment of stakeholder 
values. It is concluded that in evaluation contexts that fit Stufflebeam’s 
(2001) category of decision/accountability-oriented studies, current PTE 
approaches may not be sufficiently equipped to deal with the double 
objective of retrospective assessment of merit and worth and proactive 
program improvement, in such a way that multiple stakeholder perspec-
tives are systematically included in the analysis. To remedy this situation, 
MCDA is introduced in the fourth section as a potential enrichment of 
existing PTE approaches. Section five illustrates the proposed methodo-
logical framework by means of an example. The last section summarizes 
and suggests some elements for further debate.
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2 Stakeholder Values and Program Evaluation

  In a comprehensive review of participatory approaches in evalu-
ation, Cousins and Whitmore (1998) distinguish between transformative par-
ticipation and practical participation. In the latter approach the main princi-
ple underlying participation is that it enhances stakeholder ownership and 
therefore the relevance of the study and utilization of the findings. In contrast, 
transformative participatory evaluation aims at strengthening the capacities 
of stakeholder groups by enhancing their control over the programs that affect 
them. Cousins and Whitmore (1998) compare these (and other approaches) 
on the basis of three dimensions: stakeholder selection, control of the evalu-
ation process, and depth of participation. While differing in the first two di-
mensions, both approaches are quite similar with respect to the dimension of 
depth of participation. Both can be characterized by a rather intensive form 
of participation (i.e. dialogue and joint deliberation among evaluators and 
stakeholders as opposed to ‘mere’ consultation) as well as a comprehensive 
form (i.e. in the sense of including stakeholder participation in all phases of 
the evaluation study).

A recent approach called deliberative democratic evaluation (House and 
Howe, 1999) is rather similar to the participatory approaches just mentioned in 
the sense that it presupposes an intensive interaction between evaluators and 
different stakeholder groups. In contrast to the other two types of approaches, 
however, the elicitation of stakeholder values regarding a program rather than 
the involvement of stakeholders in issues of design and implementation of 
program evaluations is the central element of this approach. House and Howe 
(1999) argue that the elicitation of the interests of different stakeholders is not 
an easy and straightforward task. Stakeholders do not have a clear viewpoint 
about a given program but need to be involved in a process of extensive dia-
logue and deliberation in order to be able to clarify and express their views.

The authors advocate a three-tiered approach for program evaluation: 
inclusion of all major stakeholder groups, extensive dialogue, and finally a 
phase of deliberation in order to arrive at a judgment of a program’s merit 
and worth. With respect to the third element, the authors claim that the value 
claims held by different stakeholder groups can and should be subjected to 
rational analysis in a similar way as one would deliberate about factual claims. 
They argue that although facts and values are two different things, the differ-
ences are much narrower than thought. Many claims encompass both factual 
and value elements. Therefore, under the condition that all major stakeholder 
groups’ perspectives are taken into account and sufficient efforts have been 
undertaken to clarify their views, the evaluator (in a continuous reflection 
with stakeholders) is in the position to arrive at a judgment about the merit of 
the different (mixed value and factual) claims and ultimately arrive at a bal-
anced judgment on the program. This implies a judgment about which group 
was ‘correct’ about a certain aspect of a program.3

3 See also House (1995) for a 
thorough discussion on the synthe-
sis of different stakeholder group 
perspectives in order to arrive at a 
final judgment.
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House and Howe acknowledge that their model for evaluation in a dem-
ocratic society is rather ideal typical. More specifically, there are a number of 
constraints to a successful implementation of this approach in practice.4 First 
of all, there is the difficulty and high cost of physically incorporating all major 
stakeholder groups in a process of dialogue and deliberation. Second, even 
if one might be able to organize such processes (e.g. in smaller programs), 
power imbalances and other features of group dynamics might crowd out the 
viewpoints of less powerful and underrepresented groups.

One can also question the rationale behind a single balanced judgment 
as the outcome of a deliberative democratic evaluation process. House (1995) 
asks himself the question, “[s]hould one construct multiple syntheses based 
on each group’s perceptions, values, and interests?” (ibid.: 43). He then ar-
gues that, “evaluators should try to determine which group was correct about 
the services, and that should be the basis for the synthesis” (ibid.: 43). In other 
words, after deliberation on the different factual and value claims put forward 
by different stakeholders, the evaluator arrives at a final verdict about the pro-
gram. However, having said the foregoing he contends that, “[i]f the evaluator 
could not make this determination [regarding which group was correct], then 
multiple syntheses might be appropriate” (ibid.: 43).

The latter statement which House considers a ‘contingency solution’ is 
in fact in line with the viewpoint held by other authors like Shadish, Cook and 
Leviton (1991). They argue that in her final judgment, the evaluator should 
include different value positions and illustrate how different value positions 
would affect evaluative conclusions. “One could construct several value sum-
maries, each of the form ‘If X is important to you, then evaluand Y is good 
for the following reasons,’ where X is drawn from the interests of different 
stakeholders or from prescriptive theories” (Shadish et al., 1991: 101).

This kind of reasoning is in many aspects more compatible with the 
program reality. In practice, program decision makers are often reluctant to 
share their decision-making power with other stakeholders. The creation of 
an ‘artificial’ decision-making forum with multiple stakeholders to decide 
on a program’s worth, risks ending up being disarticulated from the decision 
makers’ real concerns. As an alternative, if evaluators contrast the evaluative 
conclusions drawn from the point of view of decision makers’ values with 
the conclusions drawn on the basis of other stakeholders’ values, this would 
probably have quite an illuminating effect on decision makers. In practice, 
they often do not have at their disposal the information concerning how dif-
ferent value positions (e.g. of program participants) would affect evaluative 
outcomes.

Recently, an approach called values inquiry (Mark et al., 1999) has 
taken up the task to fill this information gap. “Values inquiry refers to a vari-
ety of methods that can be applied to the systematic assessment of the value 
positions surrounding the existence, activities, and outcomes of a social pol-

4 The same aspects apply (to a 
certain extent) to the two above-
mentioned approaches of practical 
and transformative participatory 
evaluation.
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icy and program” (Mark et al., 1999: 183). Values inquiry is in fact a rather 
generic approach to incorporate stakeholder values into the evaluation proc-
ess. In contrast to the deliberative democratic evaluation approach which also 
focuses on the elicitation of stakeholder values, the depth of participation is 
in general much lower. In principle it is a method-free type of inquiry. Henry 
(2002) for example used surveys to elicit the values of four different stake-
holder groups in the evaluation of a preschool program. Alternatively, focus 
groups or other more qualitative techniques of inquiry can be used to capture 
stakeholder values. 

A central element of values inquiry is to determine which criteria (ac-
cording to different stakeholder groups) should be used to determine a pro-
gram’s worth and merit.5 A core premise hereby is that “the choice of criteria 
for program success should be justified by the process used to obtain them” 
(Henry, 2002: 183). In fact, one of the basic principles of values inquiry, i.e. 
the elicitation of criteria and the relative importance of criteria that reflect a 
stakeholder’s perspective on what is important in a program, is also one of 
the central elements of multicriteria decision aid (MCDA). Indeed, some of 
the interview and survey techniques underlying different MCDA techniques 
could be applied as part of a values inquiry exercise. In values inquiry, the 
mapped value positions are important findings that can be presented to differ-
ent evaluation audiences (Mark et al., 1999). MCDA is a particular technique 
to take the analysis a step further by showing in a systematic manner how 
different value positions would affect evaluative conclusions and subsequent 
policy choices.

Before we take a closer look at MCDA, let us first recapitulate the dis-
cussion on stakeholder values within PTE.

5 In this sense, values inquiry can 
be perceived as being an elabo-
ration of the earlier approach of 
stakeholder-based evaluation (Bryk, 
1983).
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3 Stakeholder Values and Program Theory
 Evaluation

  Program theories are not neutral models of the programs they 
represent. Their construction is the product of a complex social reality, partly 
shaped by conscious choices about which methodology to follow and who to 
involve in the process. The evaluator should be aware that her reconstruction 
of the program is but one possible reconstruction among many (see Dahler-
Larsen, 2001). There is nothing wrong about this realization. However, the 
final reconstruction of the program should be defendable from the point of 
view of the objective of the program theory evaluation and the methodologi-
cal choices made in the process. In this sense, the final reconstruction is more 
than just another construction which according to social constructivists in 
principle would be ‘equal’ to any other (see Guba and Lincoln, 1989).

The incorporation of stakeholder values in PTE is only one of the ele-
ments which affect the ‘neutrality’ of program theory reconstruction and sub-
sequent evaluation.6 Nevertheless, the manner in which they are dealt with in 
the evaluation process is especially relevant in the current debate and practice 
of public program evaluation. By exposing the methodological choices the 
evaluator makes with regard to dealing with different stakeholder values, she 
reinforces her position and the scope for making subsequent judgments about 
the program’s merit and worth.

We will briefly discuss a number of aspects regarding the incorporation 
of stakeholder values in PTE. With the risk of some oversimplification, table 
1 compares a number of PTE approaches on the basis of six aspects. We have 
chosen five different approaches from recent publications in the American 
Journal of Evaluation. The list is far from exhaustive but probably represents 
a significant part of the variety in methodological approaches in PTE that are 
used today.

In PTE much of the discussion on values has focused on the question of 
whose assumptions make up the program theory (Chen, 1990; Weiss, 1998). 
This discussion has largely revolved on the relative roles of the evaluator and 
program staff in determining the program theory. Who is/are the principal 
determinant(s) of the program theory? Some authors (e.g. Wholey, 1987) have 
argued for a focus on program staff and other key stakeholders (e.g. policy 
makers, interest groups) as principal determinants of the program theory on 
the grounds that they are the major actors who continuously shape the im-
plementation and outcome of the program. Others have emphasized the role 
of the evaluator backed by her experience and knowledge of social science 
theory (e.g. Chen and Rossi, 1980). In more recent work, authors tend to favor 
an integrative approach (e.g. Chen, 1990; Pawson and Tilley, 1997).

Most of the approaches in table 1 are examples of integrative approach-
es to PTE. All five approaches rely on program staff as the main information 

6 See Dahler-Larsen (2001) for a 
wider discussion on constructivism 
and program theory evaluation.
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sources for the reconstruction of the theory. Moreover, in at least three of 
the five approaches (2, 3 and 4 and to a lesser extent approach number 1) the 
evaluator consults research evidence from the social sciences either as an 
inspirational basis for the reconstruction of the theory or as a benchmark for 
assessing the theory. The most obvious element that binds all five approaches 
is the fact that only program staff members7 are included in the core exercises 
of reconstructing and evaluating the theory (though in the margin other stake-
holders might be consulted as well). Renger and Bourdeau (2004) admit that 
the inclusion of other stakeholder groups (e.g. program beneficiaries) might 
have added important extra information to the theory. Indeed, Rossi et al. 
(1999) among others have argued for the incorporation of a wider group of 
stakeholders in PTE. Not only would this generate additional knowledge, in 
the spirit of both pragmatic reasons (stakeholder ownership, accountability) 
and possibly stakeholder empowerment it is important for a wider group of 
stakeholders to be involved

Table 1. Comparison of program theory evaluation approaches
  on six aspects

approach

which 
stakeholders

method of 
reconstruction
(main elements)

aggregation of 
the theory

method of 
evaluation
(main elements)

stakeholder 
participation 
in the process

main objective
evaluation

1) strategic 
assessment 
approach (Leeuw, 
2003)

program staff four-tiered 
approach based on 
group dynamics 
and dialogue 
(incorporating 
existing research 
evidence)

group 
consensus 
mediated by 
evaluator

deliberation 
without external 
validation 
(reconstruction and 
evaluation are not 
separate processes)

high program and 
organizational 
improvement 
(strategy 
clarification)

2) policy-
scientific 
approach (Leeuw, 
2003)

program staff interviews, 
documents,
argumentational 
analysis

evaluator 
determines 
final theory 
without much 
stakeholder 
intervention

assessment 
of the theory 
against three pre-
determined criteria 
(e.g. on the basis of 
scientific research 
evidence)

low ex post 
evaluation of 
program’s merit 
and worth

3) elicitation 
approach (Leeuw, 
2003)

program staff interviews, creating 
dialogical tension, 
iterative process 
of reconstructing 
cognitive maps

evaluator 
determines 
final “collective 
cognitive map” 

confrontation of 
the theory with 
relevant scientific 
research

medium program and 
organizational 
improvement 
(strategy 
clarification)

4) utilization-
focused 
program theory 
evaluation 
(Christie and 
Alkin, 2003)

primary users, 
program staff

grounded in 
social science 
theory, interviews, 
iterative process 
of Delphi inquiry 
(questionnaire-
based)

group 
consensus 
determined by 
the evaluator 
on the basis of 
iterative Delphi 
process

not specified medium program and 
organizational 
improvement 
(strategy 
clarification)

5) values 
inquiry and 
program theory 
evaluation 
(Renger and 
Bourdeau, 2004)

program staff three-tiered 
approach based 
on interviews and 
group meetings

group voting 
and consensus 
building 
mediated by 
evaluator

not specified high ex post 
evaluation of 
program’s merit 
and worth

7 Or, in one case, the somewhat 
broader group of primary users. 
Primary users concern those stake-
holders who have a principal role in 
decision-making and are in the po-
sition to utilize the results (Christie 
and Alkin, 2003).
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To what extent would the incorporation of a wider group of stakeholders 
be feasible under the different methodological processes? The second, third 
and fifth aspect in table 1 will provide some insights on this question. Look-
ing at the fifth aspect, the degree of stakeholder participation differs from low 
to high. In the policy scientific approach (2), the degree of participation is 
low. The evaluator consults with program staff without relying on systematic 
feedback or debate for aggregating the information into the final reconstruc-
tion. In approaches 3 and 4, some kind of iterative process of consultation and 
feedback with program staff 8 constitutes the basis for the theory. However, 
in both approaches the evaluator determines the final “group consensus”, ei-
ther on the basis of different individual and/or collective mental maps (3) or 
anonymous individual response forms (4). In approaches 1 and 5, stakehold-
ers play a direct active role in the determination of the final picture (resulting 
from discussions and/or voting), characteristic of a high degree of stakeholder 
participation in the process. In fact, the latter two approaches most adequately 
reflect earlier opinions by among others Chen (1990) and Vedung (1997) who 
talk about negotiation and consensus building between stakeholders (includ-
ing the evaluators) as a main engine for deriving the final theory. 

Rephrasing our question from the previous section, do group processes 
as under approaches 1 and 5, which in practice require the physical pres-
ence of (representatives from) stakeholder groups present potentially feasible 
and viable options for wider application to stakeholder groups ‘outside’ the 
program organization (e.g. program beneficiaries)? In our discussion on the 
deliberative democratic evaluation approach we provided two major critical 
arguments also pertinent in this case which would justify a cautious ‘no’. In 
contrast, both the elicitation of individual mental maps (3) as well as the indi-
vidual Delphi method (4) are more easily applicable to wider groups. However, 
especially the construction of individual mental maps (and the iterative feed-
back to refine the maps) involves a rather cumbersome exercise and therefore 
is more difficult to apply on a larger scale. The same is valid for the policy-sci-
entific approach (2) which in case of each respondent requires a rather elabo-
rate process of argumentational analysis (see Leeuw, 1991, 2003) in order to 
uncover the strings of causal logic that underlie a program. A less elaborate 
values inquiry exercise using for example surveys (e.g. Henry, 2002) would 
perhaps constitute a more feasible method of inquiry to capture stakeholder 
values among wider groups of stakeholders (outside the program organiza-
tion) which are affected by or in any other way involved in the program.

A final important element in our succinct comparison of the five meth-
odological approaches concerns the fact that all approaches arrive at one 
single synthesis, one single program theory, for evaluation. Let us briefly 
review this issue from the point of view of the objective of the program evalu-
ation. Mark et al. (2000) discern four primary purposes of evaluation stud-
ies: assessment of merit and worth, oversight and compliance, program and 
organizational improvement, and knowledge development. In our case, the 
five approaches either serve the objective of ex interim/ex post assessment of 

8 This idea of iterative theory 
reconstruction has also been de-
scribed vividly by Pawson and Tilley 
(1997) who envision a relationship 
of student and teacher, where the 
stakeholder teaches the theory to 
the student (the evaluator). The 
evaluator uses the ideas from her 
‘teachers’ to define a theory which 
is subsequently fed back to them 
for further refinement.
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merit and worth or ex interim program and organizational improvement. In 
both cases, a single overall theory, comprising the different value and factual 
claims offered by stakeholders, makes sense. In ex post assessment one needs 
a clear idea of ‘the program’ in order to be able to judge whether it has merit 
or not. Similarly, in ex interim (or ex ante) strategy building, it is important 
that all program staff members share a joint view on what should be done and 
how (Weiss, 1998).

Nevertheless, considering the diversity in perspectives (‘theories’) of 
different stakeholders related to a program, does a single program theory do 
justice to this diversity? Consensus-seeking group processes, group voting 
or an evaluator’s discretionary decisions to present an ‘average’ or ‘decision 
maker biased’ overall perspective can easily spirit away quite substantial dif-
ferences in priorities between stakeholders. By failing to address explicitly 
these differences, the evaluation process, rather than contributing to a strong-
er stakeholder commitment and the program’s accountability towards stake-
holders, might risk alienating stakeholders from the program. Hence, what is 
needed is a PTE approach that captures these differences and systematically 
evaluates how each of these different value positions (reflecting alternative 
theories about how a program should work) would affect evaluative outcomes 
and subsequent policy choices. Only after such a systematic treatment of 
different perspectives should a consensus or a well-considered choice in the 
form of a single program strategy be sought. Evidently, this line of argument 
is especially relevant in evaluation contexts where (among other objectives) 
the objective of program improvement towards the future is important. More 
specifically, such an approach to PTE is relevant in cases when:

• accountability of the program and the relevance of the (findings of  
  the) program evaluation to stakeholders outside the program organi- 
  zation warrant explicit attention;

• there are substantially divergent needs and views of different groups  
  of stakeholders (both within as well as outside the program organi-

 zation);
• both the objectives of ex interim assessment of merit and worth as  

  well as program improvement towards the future are (equally)
 important.

In the next section we will illustrate how PTE can be enriched by a 
systematic approach that involves the definition and evaluation of alternative 
program strategies from the point of view of multiple stakeholder value posi-
tions.
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4 Enter… Multicriteria Decision Aid

  Multicriteria decision aid (MCDA) is a decision support tech-
nique that has been widely used in ex ante product, project and program eval-
uations in both corporate and public domains of decision-making. Nowadays, 
there are many different methods in MCDA and the number is growing (see 
for example Belton and Stewart, 2002; Roy, 1996). The essence of a MCDA 
approach is to support decision makers in making informed choices regard-
ing a number of alternatives based on a number of criteria. In addition, the 
relative importance of the different evaluation criteria in the final decision 
can vary according to the preferences of different stakeholders involved the 
decision-making process (Belton, 1990). 

In this section, we will illustrate the logic and utility of the link be-
tween PTE and MCDA. In fact, the potential role of PTE in decision support 
has already been acknowledged quite some time ago by for example Mc-
Clintock who asserted that “[p]rogram theory […] plays an important role in 
decision-making, since it can be used to both expand conceptions of problems 
and solutions and to narrow attention on a manageable set of action alterna-
tives” (McClintock, 1987: 43). MCDA offers a framework to systematically 
evaluate such alternatives and thereby enhances the utility of program theory 
in supporting decision-making processes.

The compatibility between MCDA and PTE can be logically estab-
lished by conceiving the former method as an extension of the latter. A MCDA 
extension to PTE would comprise the following elements (see for example 
Dodgson et al., 2001):

1 the elicitation of evaluation criteria and the relative importance of  
  evaluation criteria

2 the definition of alternative program strategies
3 the evaluation of the alternatives on the basis of the criteria
4 the application of a MCDA technique to derive a global ranking of  

  alternatives as a basic structure for a process of deliberation among  
  decision makers (and possible other stakeholders)

A methodological framework for midterm program evaluation compris-
ing elements of PTE and MCDA can be usefully divided into two phases. The 
first phase serves the main purpose of assessing the strengths and weaknesses 
of the program under review. The elicitation of evaluation criteria, the first 
element in the abovementioned list on MCDA, is integrated into this phase. 
On the basis of the findings of the first phase, the second phase, encompassing 
elements two to four from the above-mentioned list, is designed to support de-
cision makers in defining an improved program strategy. The main participa-
tory element in the framework is the systematic elicitation and incorporation 
of stakeholder values in the evaluation process. The final deliberation process 
may or may not be participatory (in the sense of including multiple stakehold-
ers in the discussion) depending on the characteristics of the decision-making 
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process (willingness and feasibility). Considering the costs and constraints 
surrounding stakeholder participation on the one hand and the purpose of 
each step of the framework on the other, many aspects of the methodology are 
unilaterally determined by the evaluator only. The basic underlying thought is 
to generate a particular balance between stakeholder participation and analyt-
ical rigor. The following framework reflects our interpretation of this balance 
given the features of the particular evaluation context sketched earlier.

Description of the methodological framework

First phase: PTE

In the first phase of the program evaluation the evaluator relies on one of 
the existing approaches to PTE to reconstruct a single program theory which 
according to her interpretation of program processes and additional assump-
tions elicited from program staff best fits the program reality. Other stake-
holders (outside the program organization) very probably have other ‘theories’ 
regarding how a program works and should work. These theories are captured 
by means of systematic values inquiry (e.g. Henry, 2002), i.e. by focusing on 
what stakeholders perceive to be important. Hence, rather than reconstruct-
ing multiple theories by means of, for example, an extensive ‘constructivist’ 
process of inquiry (Guba and Lincoln, 1989), the evaluator tries to capture 
the different stakeholder theories on the basis of the criteria which stakehold-
ers deem important regarding a program. Differences in ‘sets of criteria’ are 
the basis for the definition of different value positions, different stakeholder 
theories that adequately represent the diversity in values existing among the 
groups of stakeholders. Depending on the type and size of the stakeholder 
group, interviews and short surveys can be used to elicit the most important 
criteria that stakeholders deem important and the relative importance of these 
criteria according to the preference patterns of the stakeholders.

Subsequently, the assumptions underlying the original program theory 
(which is reconstructed from the point of view of the program (staff)) are as-
sessed on the basis of the elicited criteria (reflecting the values of all relevant 
stakeholder groups, including those outside the program organization). In the 
context of midterm evaluations empirical data collection is mostly restricted 
to inputs, processes and outputs, whereas the links with potential impacts 
are appraised on the basis of more tentative empirical evidence. In addition, 
in elaborating her judgment, the evaluator can make use of existing research 
evidence on similar programs and state of the art research in the social sci-
ences (e.g. Leeuw, 2003).

Second phase: MCDA

The definition of alternative program strategies
On the basis of the first phase, the evaluator is able to identify a number 

of weaknesses in the existing program. These will provide the basis for:
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• a set of general guidelines to improve the program;
• the definition of a number of alternative strategies that provide
 partial solutions to the detected weaknesses in the existing program.
Given the trade-offs between the different criteria it is highly unlikely 

that there will be one alternative that can (potentially) solve all the weakness-
es in the original program, hence the definition of multiple alternatives. For 
example, there might be a trade-off between the costs of a program (which 
need to be controlled) and its potential impact (which should be optimized), 
i.e. a higher positive impact implying higher costs. In practice, these trade-
offs are not always apparent. Systematic evaluation of the alternatives on each 
criterion is the enabling condition for a comprehensive comparative analysis 
of the trade-offs.

The evaluation of the alternatives on the basis of the criteria
The original program theory provides a useful guidance for appraising 

the different alternative strategies that have been defined, since all the alter-
natives are in essence (slightly) different versions of the existing program. In 
practice, the appraisal of the alternatives on the different criteria can be based 
on multiple sources of information and analysis. The evaluator’s judgment is 
subsequently translated into an evaluation score.9 MCDA techniques can deal 
with these different types of scores in order to derive a global comprehensive 
ranking of all the alternatives while taking into account all partial expected 
performances on all criteria. All the evaluation scores are summarized in a 
performance matrix of m alternatives by n criteria.

The application of a MCDA technique to derive a global ranking of  
 alternatives as a basic structure for a process of deliberation among  
 decision makers (and possible other stakeholders)

In the final step of the appraisal process the evaluator uses a (simple) 
formal algorithm10 to produce a global ranking of the alternatives, based on 
the scores of the different partial evaluations on all the criteria and the rela-
tive weights of the criteria.11 This kind of ranking (and the algorithm that 
produces it) should not be seen as a substitute for a more intuitive analysis of 
the performance matrix. Instead, intuitive analysis precedes and guides the 
procedure of generating a final ranking of the alternative strategies. MCDA 
is a tool that helps structuring the kind of intuitive deliberation that always 
takes place when people need to choose between alternative courses of action. 
It is especially useful when the number of alternatives and the number of cri-
teria which count in the evaluation of the alternatives increase, since without 
such support the human mind alone cannot grasp such complexity. 

An important condition for the practical application of MCDA in deci-
sion-making environments is simplicity. Although simple MCDA models are 
less ‘realistic’ (e.g. in terms of modeling of preferences) they are more easily 
understood by decision makers.  Belton and Stewart (2002) argue that simple 
models (that are easily applicable in practice) very often generate the same 
global insights as more advanced models, if the assumptions of the model 

9 Such an evaluation score can be 
measured on a metric scale (e.g. 
expressing monetary costs) or on 
a non-metric scale (e.g. an ordinal 
semantic scale ranging from ‘very 
low’ to ‘very high’). A special type 
of non-metric scores concerns the 
procedure of ranking alternatives 
according to their expected per-
formance on a criterion. In such a 
procedure, the alternative with the 
best expected performance re-
ceives the rank 1, the second-best 
alternative receives rank 2, etc. This 
technique is often used in cases 
when the available information is 
imprecise and/or the expected ef-
fects are uncertain and depend on 
a complex interplay of (external) 
factors.

10 A common problem in MCDA 
is the fact that it involves many ar-
bitrary choices, hence creating the 
complication of method uncertainty. 
In practice, the choice of a particular 
MCDA technique should be based 
on a balance between realism (e.g. 
in terms of the assumptions regard-
ing stakeholder preferences, being 
able to show ‘real’ trade-offs) and 
applicability, taking into account as-
pects like data scarcity, stakeholder 
willingness to cooperate, available 
computer hardware and software, 
time and resource constraints, con-
ditions posed by program decision 
makers, etc.

11 Our discussion on the intricacies 
of the MCDA process is restricted 
to a minimum. Important issues in 
the aggregation of scores and pref-
erences and the choice of MCDA 
technique are for example: to what 
extent can a low performance on 
criterion A compensate for a high 
performance on criterion B; are 
preferences regarding the compen-
sation between criteria linear or 
non-linear ; are preferences regard-
ing scores on a given criterion linear 
or non-linear ; is there a minimum 
threshold level on a given criterion 
in order for an alternative to be 
accepted at all in further analysis. 
For these and other issues see for 
example Dodgson et al. (2001); 
Belton and Stewart (2002); Roy 
(1996); or more classical texts like 
Keeney and Raiffa (1976).
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(e.g. stakeholder preferences regarding the choice and relative importance of 
criteria) are extensively discussed and varied (i.e. sensitivity analysis).

An attractive feature of MCDA concerns its potential for analyzing the 
possible ‘optimal’ choices regarding alternative program strategies from the 
point of view of different value positions. In MCDA the differences in pri-
orities between stakeholders can be captured by distinct sets of criteria and 
relative preferences for the criteria (which as described earlier represent the 
essence of different stakeholder theories regarding the program). For example, 
whereas program staff might consider the criterion X and Y to be important 
in defining a new program, program beneficiaries might value X, Y and Z. 
Moreover, the relative importance of X and Y might be different for program 
beneficiaries in comparison to program staff.

In MCDA, the final ranking of alternatives resulting from the appraisal 
process is based on assumptions about the expected performance of alterna-
tives on criteria and preferences regarding the criteria. It makes perfect sense 
that the evaluator produces multiple rankings of alternatives each of them 
representing a specific choice and relative importance of evaluation criteria, 
associated with a certain group of stakeholders. These multiple syntheses pro-
duce the basis for a deliberation process in order to define the new program 
strategy. In principle, there are three broad scenarios for organizing this type 
of deliberation process:

- the evaluator facilitates a discussion between representatives of differ-
ent stakeholder groups where the initial viewpoint of each group is represent-
ed by a ranking of alternatives that is based on each group’s value position;

- the evaluator facilitates a discussion between program decision mak-
ers only; it is the task of the evaluator to confront program decision makers 
with the consequences of different stakeholder values on the ranking of the 
program alternatives;

- the evaluator does not participate in the decision-making process but 
describes in her report how different value positions would affect choices be-
tween alternative strategies and where possible compromises between stake-
holders might be found.

The characteristics of such a deliberation process, as well as other fea-
tures of the methodological framework are illustrated in the next section.
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5 An Example: The Evaluation of a Training
 Program in Organic Agriculture in Guatemala

  Short description of the program and the program evaluation
  In this section we will illustrate the potential of the methodologi-

cal framework by means of an evaluation of a training program on organic 
agriculture in the Western Highlands of Guatemala (Vaessen and De Groot, 
2004). The study was implemented in 200112 and served the main purpose of 
evaluating program outcome and impact. For the present, we have modified 
some of its features in order to increase its relevance for the discussion at 
hand. We assume that instead of being an ex post study, the evaluation study 
would serve the additional purpose of assisting decision makers in redefining 
the program for a second phase of implementation.

The three most important stakeholder groups involved in the training 
program are: indigenous (Mayan) farmers participating in the program, the 
managers and implementing staff from ORGANIC 13 (the organization which 
implemented the original program), and finally the managers of an integrated 
rural development program (IRDP) which finances ORGANIC. The training 
program involved two main components. The first component concerned the 
organization of training workshops of two to three days every two months 
(for a period of three years) on an experimental farm in the central part of 
the territory. Participants were selected on the basis of their commitment to 
attend the courses and apply the knowledge on their own farms. Traveling 
expenses to the farm and costs of food and lodging were covered by the pro-
gram. The second component was the provision of technical assistance by 
ORGANIC staff to participant farmers in between the courses to assist them 
in the application of organic practices in the field.14 Besides participating in 
the courses and applying the acquired knowledge in their own farms, farm-
ers were stimulated to organize themselves in groups for future exchange of 
ideas and cooperation on farming techniques. In addition, they were stimu-
lated to share their knowledge with neighboring farmers in their communities, 
thereby creating a diffusion effect of the innovations.  The main objective of 
the program was to improve agricultural production and hence the living con-
ditions of participating farm households. Annex 1 depicts the reconstructed 
program theory for the training program.

1 The evaluation of the existing program (including the element of   
  elicitation of evaluation criteria and the relative importance of

 evaluation criteria)
 Per stakeholder group, the criteria for evaluating the existing pro-

gram and subsequently the program alternatives are reported in table 2. In ad-
dition, table 2 shows the relative importance of the different criteria. To make 
things simple, we assume that there are no significant differences within the 
stakeholder groups with respect to how the program is perceived and valued.15 
Nevertheless, between the three groups there are clear differences. In the 
case of ORGANIC, being the organization that designed and implemented 

12 The study also included a base-
line study in 1998.

13 ORGANIC is a fictitious name.

14 The main topics that were 
covered by the program can be 
roughly divided into two catego-
ries: physical practices and cultural 
practices. Physical practices involve 
the use of knowledge, labor and 
sometimes capital in order to be 
implemented (and maintained). 
Examples are the construction of 
sties, latrines (for human manure 
collection), and soil conservation 
measures like windshields, ditches 
and terraces. Cultural practices ba-
sically concern a change of habit or 
technique. The only essential input 
is knowledge, though sometimes 
additional labor might be required. 
Examples include the substitution 
of organic ‘homemade’ fertilizers 
for ‘chemical’ purchased fertilizers, 
plowing along the contour lines of 
the plot, crop diversification, and 
collecting instead of burning crop 
residues. A large part of the prac-
tices imparted by the program is 
in fact based on traditional Mayan 
farming techniques that have been 
neglected or all but forgotten in 
the past. To some extent ORGAN-
IC, being a Mayan organization, acts 
as a catalyst by collecting pieces 
of Mayan knowledge all over the 
country and bundling and adapting 
this knowledge to fit specific Mayan 
production systems.

15 In reality, differences in values re-
garding a program determine the 
definition of groups rather than the 
generic categories of program ben-
eficiaries, program managers, etc.
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the training program, we assume that the original program represents the 
most ideal option for continuing operations in the second phase. Therefore, 
our subsequent analysis is restricted to the value positions of IRDP decision 
makers and farmers.

Table 2. Evaluation criteria and relative importance of evaluation   
  criteria for two stakeholder groups: IRDP decision makers  
  and farmers

total costs yields per 
unit land

soil quality soil and water 
conservation

labor use reliance on 
external 
inputs

conservation of 
Mayan farming 

tradition

working 
with farmer 

organizations

IRDP 1 1 2 2 3 2 2 1

farmers n.r. 2 3 3 1 3 3 n.r.

Note. 1 = most important,  2 = relevant but not very important, 
  3 = least important,  n.r. = not relevant (in the case of farmers).

Given the difficulties surrounding the determination of the relative im-
portance of criteria a simple ranking approach supported by a simple seman-
tic scale is used. As shown in the table, for IRDP decision makers, total costs, 
the effect on yields and the creation of farmer organizations are the most im-
portant criteria. In contrast, for farmers labor input is the primary criterion.16 
Program costs and the creation of farmer organizations are considered not to 
be important at all.

2 The definition of alternative program theories
Annex 2 presents a summary of the most important findings of the 

evaluation of the existing program (taking into account the different crite-
ria). These findings provide the basis for the definition of alternative program 
strategies.

The following alternatives represent (partial) remedies to the flaws de-
tected in the original program:

1 original program
2 maintaining more or less the same management structure and
 content but with more emphasis on laborsaving techniques
3 abandoning the original management structure and content;
 the new program focuses on a balance between conventional
 (laborsaving) and organic techniques
4 3 plus credit provision
5 3 plus assistance in organization building
6 3 plus assistance in organization building and credit provision

3 The evaluation of the alternatives on the basis of the criteria
In order to evaluate the expected performance of the alternatives on 

the different criteria, the evaluator returns to the original material (interview 
transcripts from stakeholders and experts, survey data, academic literature, 
other written sources) collected for the assessment of the original program 

16 The opportunity costs of labor 
are quite high in the region. Almost 
all farmers are part-time farmers 
dedicating a significant part of their 
time to non-agricultural activities.
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theory. On the basis of these information sources, the original program the-
ory (for guidance), and consultations with key stakeholders and experts, the 
evaluator is able to appraise the alternatives on the different criteria. Given 
the imprecise nature of many of the expected effects of the alternatives on the 
criteria, an ordinal ranking approach is used.

Table 3. Expected performance of the alternatives per criterion

Alternative costs yields soil 
quality

soil and
water 

conservation

labor
use

reliance on 
external
inputs

conservation
of Mayan

farming tradition

working with
farmer

organizations

1 1 4 5 6 3 2 5 4
2 2 3 4 5 2 1 4 4
3 3 2 3 4 1 3 3 3
4 5 1 2 2 2 4 2 3
5 4 2 3 3 1 3 3 2
6 6 1 1 1 2 4 1 1

Note.  The alternatives are ranked according to their perceived performance on the
  different criteria. 1 = best performance, 2 = second-best, etc. 
  The rankings already take into account that some criteria (costs, labor use and
  reliance on external inputs) are criteria to be minimized (e.g. the alternative that  
  implies the lowest costs receives the highest ranking = 1) while the rest of the
  criteria are to be maximized.

Table 3 presents the rankings of the alternatives per criterion. Quite 
elaborate reasoning (guided by the program theory) may lie behind a certain 
ranking. For example, the criterion ‘conservation of the Mayan farming tradi-
tion’ is evaluated at the level of the population of participating farmers and 
rests on explicit assumptions regarding expected adoption levels, expected 
diffusion levels and specific content of the training program.17 This explains 
why the original program strategy has such a low ranking. Although the 
original program implies the richest variety in traditional Mayan techniques, 
expected adoption and diffusion levels are much lower than for the other al-
ternatives.

4 The application of a MCDA technique to derive a global ranking of  
  alternatives as a basic structure for a process of deliberation among  
  decision makers (and possible other stakeholders)

 In this section we will illustrate how the differences in values be-
tween IRDP decision makers and farmers will lead to different rankings. Sub-
sequently, these different rankings provide the basis for a process of reflection, 
either among IRDP decision makers or including representatives from the 
farmers.

First, let us briefly treat the issue of how to aggregate the evaluation 
scores (table 3) and weights (table 2) into an overall ranking of alternatives. 
In our example we applied a simple ordinal ranking approach as a basis for 
both the determination of the relative preferences regarding criteria as well 
as the expected performance of the alternatives on the different criteria. This 
approach is especially useful in cases when it is costly or difficult (e.g. in view 

17 Alternatives 1 and 2 are not so 
different from each other in terms 
of content of the training program. 
In contrast, alternatives 3 to 6 are 
substantially different from the first 
two.
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of the lack of clarity, complexity and/or uncertainty involved) to determine 
clear evaluation scores and preference patterns. There are different MCDA 
techniques available that allow for dealing with this type of data. In this ex-
ample we used a simple intuitive approach for transforming ordinal rankings 
to cardinal scores in order to create a complete ranking.18 As argued by Belton 
and Stewart, such a simple approach has its merits (e.g. stakeholders can more 
easily understand the procedure), but is not without problems.19 Nowadays 
there are a number of techniques available that treat this type of imprecise 
information.20

Figure 1 shows the base ranking of alternatives for the two stakeholder 
groups.  This ranking by no means represents the end of the evaluation proc-
ess. In fact it is the beginning of a process of deliberation which involves a 
combination of human judgment and adaptations of the model. The ideal situ-
ation would involve some kind of workshop involving decision makers (and 
other stakeholders), guided by the evaluator in which the assumptions (e.g. 
regarding stakeholder preferences) underlying the model would change as the 
deliberation moves along. In this way, one would create a constructive proc-
ess of deliberation, progressively moving towards a shared conviction of the 
best strategy to be undertaken. Alternatively, if the evaluator is barred from 
the decision-making process, or if for some other reason such a deliberation 
process cannot take place, it is the evaluator’s task to inform decision makers 
as best as possible of the consequences of different assumptions regarding 
preferences (and expected performance) on the ranking of program strate-
gies.

Let us briefly illustrate the kind of deliberation that could arise after 
presenting the base ranking (figure 1) and changing the underlying assump-
tions of the model (figure 2).  In figure 1 we can see that for both groups 
the original strategy (alternative 1) represents the least desirable option.21 For 
IRDP alternative 6 is the most desirable option given the high potential for 
working with farmer organizations, the high adoption rates and high yield 
effects. These benefits apparently sufficiently offset the high costs associated 
with alternative 6 (as long as the high costs do not pose a too high obstacle 
in the eyes of IRDP decision makers). For the farmers, alternatives 3 to 6 all 
represent a significant improvement in comparison to the original strategy or 
its close derivative (alternative 2). Alternatives 3 and 5 are the most desirable 
options. The provision of credit (implied in alternatives 4 and 6) tied to the 
adoption of (physical) practices only pays off if farmers are sufficiently will-
ing to invest heavily in their farm. However, in reality this is in an important 
bottleneck. Given the overall importance of non-farm activities, often making 
up more than half of the household income, for the majority of farmers there 
are clear limits in terms of how much labor they are willing to invest in ag-
riculture without endangering other income activities. Given current prefer-
ences and assumptions regarding expected performance perhaps alternative 5 
would constitute a good compromise between farmers and IRDP.

18 This procedure is treated in Bel-
ton and Stewart (2002). In the case 
of evaluation scores they argue 

“that if the number of alternatives 
is small, then it may be possible to 
rank order all alternatives in terms 
of the criterion under consideration. 
Each rank position might then in this 
case be represented as a ‘category’ 

…[on an ordinal scale], and the es-
timation of values corresponding 
to each category becomes in ef-
fect a direct rating of alternatives…” 
(ibid.: 168). In other words, further 
reflection will help to determine 
the ‘distance’ between the rank po-
sitions. In the case of weights we 
used the simple rank sum approach 
to create cardinal weights (Stillwell 
et al., 1987). Finally, a simple addi-
tive model was used to create an 
overall ranking (see for example, 
Keeney and Raiffa, 1976).

19 The most extensive debate on 
the shortcomings of the linear ad-
ditive model (as a simple MCDA 
technique) has been waged within 
the MCDA and wider operational 
research literature (and has led to 
the development of a wide variety 
of more sophisticated MCDA tools). 
In the evaluation literature, both ar-
guments in favor (e.g. Shadish et al., 
1991) as well as arguments against 
(e.g. Scriven, 1991) the linear addi-
tive model can be found. However, 
most of these critical arguments 
are related to the application of the 
linear additive model in function of 
creating a single (fact-value) synthe-
sis or some of the methodological 
features of simple linear additive 
models. In this paper, we do not 
propagate the construction of a 
single (fact-value) synthesis nor the 
application of simple linear additive 
models.

20 One of the approaches that 
deals systematically with the prob-
lem of transforming ordinal rank-
ings into cardinal ratings is called 
MACBETH (see Bana e Costa 
and Vansnick, 1994). Another ap-
proach called ARGUS (De Keyser 
and Peeters, 1994) maintains the 
ordinal nature of both weights and 
evaluation scores up until the final 
ranking. Both approaches are quite 
accessible and the main ideas un-
derlying these approaches can be 
quite easily explained to decision 
makers.

21 The reader should consult the list 
of alternatives presented earlier in 
this section.
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Figure 1.  Base ranking

Figure 2. Sensitivity analysis: enhanced weight of costs (IRDP) and  
  labor use (farmers)

What if we change the assumptions regarding stakeholder preferences? 
Let us suppose that the cost criterion for IRDP and the labor use criterion for 
the farmers become more important vis-à-vis other criteria. With respect to 
the farmers, figure 2 shows that the ranking does not change significantly but 
the preference for alternatives 3 and 5 is now more marked. In contrast, from 
the point of view of IRDP the ranking substantially changes. IRDP decision 
makers now face a different trade-off than before. Alternative 2 becomes the 
most attractive one, with alternative 1 (the original strategy and the cheapest 

1 2 3 4 5 6

costs labor “COSTS” versus “LABOR”

1 2 3 4 5 6

IRDP farmers BASE RANKING
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option) ending second. If IRDP chooses alternative 2, it is able to offer the 
farmers a substantially better alternative than the original strategy though 
not exactly the most attractive option from the farmers’ point of view. On 
the other hand, alternative 1, the second most attractive strategy for IRDP, is 
out of the question since it is less attractive for both IRDP and the farmers in 
comparison to alternative 2. Perhaps alternative 2 would constitute the best 
compromise solution for the two parties. Choosing alternatives 3 or 5 would 
content the farmers but at a substantial cost for IRDP. 

The above reasoning supported by the MCDA model in principle could 
be extended to include additional value positions. The discussion clearly illus-
trates the supportive nature of the MCDA model, not substituting but merely 
complementing in a constructive manner the deliberation process among de-
cision makers.
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6 Conclusions

  The treatment of stakeholder values in evaluation (including 
PTE) remains “a fertile area for future work” (Mark, 2001: 467). System-
atic values inquiry, a flexible mode of inquiry which allows for (among other 
things) more extensive and ‘rapid’ modes of stakeholder consultation and 
participation, appears to be promising, particularly because of its potential 
compatibility with real political realities surrounding programs and policies 
(ibid.: 469). In this sense, simple decision aid techniques articulated with sys-
tematic values inquiry may constitute useful methodological combinations to 
improve the links between governance, evaluation and stakeholder participa-
tion.

This paper has tried to clarify and emphasize two main elements. First 
and foremost, its aim has been to illustrate the utility of a specific methodo-
logical framework encompassing elements of PTE and MCDA. Second, it 
has delimited the evaluation context in which such a methodology might be 
most useful. The attractiveness of PTE approaches lies (among other things) 
in the aspect of making explicit the consecutive assumptions underlying so-
cial programs. Such a reconstruction of the program theory is quite useful 
to structure further evaluation activities in order to determine the program’s 
merit and worth as well as organizational processes of strategy clarification, 
consensus building and improving the program towards the future. Nowa-
days, there are many methods in the field of PTE that (mainly) serve either 
of the two objectives in a more or less participatory manner. We have shown 
that in evaluation contexts (e.g. midterm program evaluations) where both 
the objectives of retrospective judgment and proactive program improvement 
are important, and where accountability towards stakeholders and the inclu-
sion of different stakeholder priorities are important, our proposed framework 
displays a clear added value by illustrating how different stakeholder values 
would affect evaluative outcomes and subsequent policy choices.

In principle, the methodological framework presented can be easily 
adapted to the specific demands posed by different program evaluation con-
texts. For example, the elaborateness of the data collection and analysis un-
derlying the evaluation of the original program and the alternatives derived 
from it depend essentially on the size and complexity of the program on the 
one hand and the budget for evaluation on the other. In addition, in some 
public programs the need for a systematic treatment of stakeholder values in 
view of greater transparency and accountability towards stakeholders and/or 
resolving potential conflicts, may be more pressing than in others. A final 
dimension concerns the specific balance between retrospective judgment and 
proactive program improvement. For example, the evaluator can choose to 
limit the depth of analysis in the evaluation of the original program and/or the 
appraisal of the different program alternatives, by relying only on imprecise 
qualitative appreciations for the different evaluation criteria. This might be 
desirable when the emphasis of the evaluation study lies on the second phase 
of the framework, the deliberation process and comprehensive analysis of 
program strategy alternatives.
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Annex 1 Program Theory Training Program
   in Organic Agriculture

farmers will
apply the

imparted knowledge
on their own farms
- physical practices
- cultural practices

farmers will
better understand

their farming
system and

the problems
they face

farmers
participate in
the program

- attend courses
- receive
technical
assistance

farmers
- are motivated

- receive
incentives

farmers will
change their

farming system
from conventional
to organic farming

the full benefits
associated with

different practices
and integrated
application of
practices will

emerge
- higher yields

- less reliance on
external inputs
- better soils

- soil and water
conservation

- conservation and
manifestation of

the Mayan
farming tradition

THEN 1 THEN 2 THEN 4 THEN 8 THEN 9IF

THEN 5

THEN 3

farmers will
feel more capable
of changing their

situation in a
positive direction

opportunity
costs of labor

capital
constraints

risk aversity
farmers

farmers wil share
the knowledge

with their neighbors

THEN 6

farmers will
organize themselves
to exchange ideas
and experiences

THEN 7

IRDP will be able
to work with
farmer groups

characteristics
social structure

selection
mechanisms

distance and
travelling costs

higher
household

income

Note: Variables in bold italic and with dashed arrows are examples of external variables
  that influence specific links in the program theory.
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Annex 2 Main findings of the assessment of the
   different links in the program theory

link simplified assessment summary

THEN 1 Despite the fact that expenses for traveling, food and lodgings are 
reimbursed by the program, organizing the training program on a central 
experimental farm (or a limited number of locations) will discourage farmers 
from distant municipalities and communities to participate. This will lead to 
a concentration of participants from neighboring communities. In addition, 
clear and transparent information needs to be made available in the target 
area. If not, the program risks a selection bias in favor of those participants 
well-connected to program staff and past participants. Clear selection 
procedures respecting outreach (maximum number of participants per 
community, and minimum number of communities covered) are needed.

THEN 4
THEN 8

Most of the (poor) farmers in the region are risk-averse. They will carefully 
choose which practices to adopt and which not. Adoption will start on 
an experimental scale. Farmers in the region are mainly part-time farmers, 
most of the families being involved in trade, weaving and other artisanal 
activities. Competition for household labor is fierce and determined by the 
perceived return to labor. Capital is scarce. Very probably, the adoption of 
many physical practices demanding significant labor and capital input will be 
limited. Adoption will most likely be selective and partial (not on the whole 
farm). If adoption rates are to improve for those (physical) practices deemed 
important and desired by the farmers, then additional assistance perhaps in 
the form of credit or grants (under the right conditions) is needed.

THEN 5 Farmers will probably share their knowledge with other farmers. However, 
in some communities internal divisions (based on the legacy of the civil war, 
loyalty to different community leaders, kinship, religious practice) are high. In 
those communities, careful selection of participants would greatly enhance 
the potential diffusion effect. Other interventions in the territory have often 
been monopolized by certain factions in the community with limited or no 
spill-over effects to other factions.

THEN 6
THEN 7

Some participants and some of the ORGANIC staff members (from the 
region) are in fact local leaders in their communities. Incipient farmer 
association on the basis of shared interests in organic agriculture may be 
clustered around these persons. Given other experiences in the region with 
similar interventions, probably these groups will not become sustainable 
farmer associations. Because of the social divisions in the community and the 
role of leadership, these groups will not become groups of free access with 
equal membership rights. In any case, organizations of the type desired by 
IRDP will not come into existence without further external support.

THEN 9 Many organic practices once adopted will generate positive effects in 
different domains (e.g. agriculture, nutrition). However, field evidence 
and evidence in the literature suggest that a combination of conventional 
(chemical) inputs and organic inputs will generate significantly higher positive 
effects in the same variables.

Note 1:  the findings are formulated in the present tense to serve as recommendations for  
  alternative programs.
Note 2: this subset of findings is based on:
  - empirical data collection and analysis
  - literature on farmer adoption and innovation processes




